
Guide to Selecting a CRM
Solution for your Distribution Business
6 Areas to Consider 

With so many CRM, Sales Force Automation, and Business Intelligence software packages available today, it 
can be a daunting task to figure out which one is right for your distribution business.

Whether you and your company are brand new to CRM or you are an experienced user who is unsatisfied 
with your current product, this guide will help you during your selection and review process. It covers six 
important areas to consider when looking at CRM providers and supplies questions to ask when interviewing 
or reviewing different CRM offerings, in order to ensure that you select the right CRM for your distribution 
company.

1. Outlook Integration
 What is the importance of a CRM with Microsoft Outlook integration, and how can I assess the level of   
 integration provided? 

2. ERP Integration
 What is the importance of a CRM with ERP integration, and how can I ensure that the CRM provides   
 the ERP data that my sales and marketing teams need? 

3. Mobile CRM
 What is the importance of mobile access to CRM data, and how can I ensure that my sales team will be  
 able to access the key information they need while in the field? 

4. Gap Analysis
 What is the importance of Gap Analysis, and how can I determine that the CRM system can provide it   
 effectively? 

5. Ease of Reporting
 How will the CRM system help to improve our reporting, and will it help us to eliminate our many   
 pushed Excel reports with live, quick access reports that are available company-wide? 

6. Implementation Services
 How can we be sure that the company we partner with has the capability to successfully implement   
 our CRM system and professional train our staff? 
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Outlook Integration

The vast majority of distributors utilize Microsoft 
Outlook for their business needs. Salespeople, 
marketing staff, business managers, even the 
President of the company all open their laptops 
or PCs every day and the first thing they look at is 
Outlook. In Outlook, they review their emails, tasks, 
calendar appointments, etc. For most people, 
Outlook then remains open for the rest of the day, 
so that they can continue to stay up to date on 
their emails, tasks, and appointments.

The success of a CRM implementation depends 
Erstrongly on whether or not your sales team 
finds that the application is convenient and easy 
to use. If a sales team finds that the application is 
cumbersome to use, they will not adopt the CRM 
and the implementation will fail.

A CRM with Outlook Integration solves many issues 
in getting salespeople to use the CRM. It gives 
them one portal for quick access to everything – 
not several different logins to navigate. While most 
CRM providers say they integrate with Outlook, it is 
important that you know what level of integration 
the CRM provides.

CRM Interview  - questions to determine the 
depth of Outlook Integration that a CRM solution 
provides:

• When I open Outlook, is there a toolbar for 
the CRM that allows me to access the CRM 
database and perform all key activities directly 
from Outlook?  Or do I have to open a separate 
application to access the CRM?

• When I am in my email inbox, can I view 
information about the Contact or Account 
that sent the email, or perform actions for the 
Contact or Account, without leaving Outlook?

• Can I initiate a Task directly from Outlook?
• Can I set a new Appointment directly from 

Outlook?
• Can I open an Account or Contact record 

directly from Outlook?
• Can I log an Activity – like a call report or call 

summary – directly from Outlook?
• Are my customer emails automatically logged 

to the proper Account so I always have a 
history of the email communications to and 
from any contact within an Account?  Do I have 
to use the CC: or BCC: fields to log the emails?

• If I initiate a new Appointment or Task from 
the CRM, will that Task or Appointment 
automatically show on my Outlook Calendar or 
in my Outlook Tasks?
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In the most basic sense, a CRM is a database to 
store Accounts and Contacts. Almost all CRM 
systems provide a simple method to log new 
Accounts and new Contacts to this database. 
In addition, most provide various forms of 
Opportunity or Pipeline Management tools. 

In order to be successful, salespeople and sales 
managers at distribution companies need more 
than basic Account and Contact data about their 
customers. What they really need is to be able 
to look at an Account or Contact record and also 
have the ability to see up to date customer sales 
and margin data by territory, account, product 
group, order number, and line item. This allows 
distributors to effectively pursue new business 
where they are not currently getting it and to 
drive up margins where they are currently below 
acceptable levels. Without being able to easily view 
and analyze your sales data tied to your customer 
records, it can be challenging and time intensive 
for your sales and sales management teams to 
effectively drive new business or uncover new 
opportunities within your existing customer base. 

Many CRM companies claim to be able to integrate 
to your ERP system.  Unfortunately, each CRM 
company’s definition of ERP Integration is different. 
When reviewing the CRM offerings of different 
companies, it’s important to choose a CRM 
company that has experience integrating to your 
ERP system in order to get the highest ROI from 
your CRM investment.

CRM Interview - questions to determine the ability 
of the CRM system to integrate to your ERP system, 
as well as the types of data they are able to import 
from the ERP system:

• Does the CRM system have an existing 
interface to my ERP system, or will custom 
software need to be written by a software 
integrator?

• If custom software is necessary to integrate to 
my ERP system, what does that entail?  What 
will level of involvement will be required of my 
company?

• How much time will it take to build a custom 
integrator, and how much money will it cost?

• Will data from the ERP system be available on 
mobile devices for our sales team to be able to 
access at any time?

• Does the CRM system have a history of direct 
integration with a number of ERP systems 
including my particular ERP system?

• Will our salespeople be able to see sales data 
such as Sales, Gross Margins, Gross Margin % 
and Bookings YTD by: 

 Ê Sales Territory?
 ÊBy Customer?
 ÊBy Vendor?
 ÊBy Vendor Product Group?
 ÊBy individual order to the line Item Level?
 Ê Past year and Past Two Years?
 Ê Actual sales performance versus YTD goal?

ERP Integration



Time is money.  In today’s hectic world, your sales 
team needs to be able to take advantage of mobile 
technologies to arm themselves with the data they 
need to close more sales in a shorter time span.

Most CRM systems provide basic mobile CRM 
capabilities such Account and Contact information 
for your mobile devices. They may also provide 
Opportunity Pipeline information. The real 
question is whether the systems you are looking 
at will provide your sales and sales management 
teams with live customer sales data, allowing them 
to maximize their effectiveness and compress your 
sales cycles.

To gain maximum effectiveness from their mobile 
devices, sales should be able to quickly look up 
an Account, see the customer’s sales history, and 
determine the specific areas where they are not 
getting business. The mobile CRM should then 
allow them to look up the appropriate Contacts 
that handle that portion of their business, call or 
schedule Appointments, enter tasks and expenses, 
and review past communications with that Contact.

CRM Interview  - questions to determine if the CRM 
system provides mobile access to the key data 
your sales team needs:

• Does the CRM system provide complete sales 
data directly from the ERP system to our 
mobile devices?

• Will sales be able to quickly see what has been 
ordered in the last few days, months, or years, 
saving them the need to tie up inside sales 
representatives with these questions?

• Can sales easily see each unique customer 
Opportunity, the sales stage it is currently at, 
and launch a next action from their mobile 
device?

• Can the sales call Activity be quickly logged into 
the mobile device of Field Salespeople when 
they come out of the call?

• Can new Outlook Appointments or Tasks 
be scheduled directly from the customer 
Opportunity within the mobile device?

• Can Sales perform a quick Stock Check of 
available inventory from their mobile device 
while standing in front of the customer?

Mobile CRM
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The distribution business is all about maximizing 
penetration at existing and new accounts. You may 
have some of the business but what about the 
business you are not currently enjoying? How do 
you put together sales plans for addressing that 
missing business? How do you develop marketing 
campaigns to gain additional market share faster?

Gap Analysis is the process of being able to look 
at customer purchase history and determine 
what they should be purchasing based on what 
is currently being purchased. A CRM with Gap 
Analysis should allow for easy lookup of sales by 
type & quantity of specific product purchased. For 
example, the customer has purchased products A 
and B, but not product C. Your knowledge shows 
that these customers are great targets for product 
C.

With Gap Analysis in your CRM you should be able 
to quickly run a report to “Show me all customers 
in X territory that have purchased product A & B 
but not product C in the last 18 months”. With this 
data you should be able to overlay other criteria 
for specific marketing campaigns such as “Select all 
contacts with engineer in their title”. Now you can 
launch an email campaign from your CRM system 
targeting all customers that have purchased 
product A & B but not product C in the last 18 
months and send it to all contacts in the database 
(or territory, or zip code, etc.) with engineer in 
their title. This is the kind of targeted sales and 
marketing that a CRM with Gap Analysis will allow 
you to do.

CRM Interview  - questions to determine if the CRM 
system provides effective Gap Analysis:

• Can you show me specific examples of your 
Gap Analysis tools and how they can segment 
by specific types of products that have been 
purchased?

• Can you show me how your system can sort all 
customers who have purchased, for example, 
products X & Y but not product Z – over some 
defined period of time?

• Can I directly create an email or direct mail 
campaign to the specific contacts within these 
accounts (that meet the product X, Y & Z above) 
that have a specific job title such Purchasing, 
Engineer, Manager, or any other job title that I 
would like to specify?

• Can you show me how I could run a Gap 
Analysis for the following scenario? 

 Ê I have a specific family of products that 
are being obsoleted for more current 
products. How you would sort for all 
item codes in that product family and the 
associated sales history over the last 24 
months, so that we could send an e-mail 
marketing campaign introducing the 
replacement products with associated 
information and links to our website, to 
anyone who had purchased from that 
product family in the last 24 months?
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Gap Analysis



Providing your sales force with access to current, 
relevant data is one of the single most effective 
ways to drive sales and margins higher. Access to 
this data also increases CRM adoption during the 
early stages of implementation, as your sales team 
can immediately see for themselves the benefits of 
using the system.

With accurate sales data, sales managers can 
coach their teams more constructively and 
effectively. Marketing Managers can target the 
most productive areas for campaign dollars and 
promotions. Corporate management can make 
the effective profit driven decisions they need 
in evaluating their Sales Managers and vendor 
partner performance to goal. The CRM system you 
chose should have a robust capability for easily 
viewing all sales data and executing Actions on 
customer and vendor sales data as well as specific 
Opportunity pipeline data and Account/ Contact 
data.

CRM Interview  - questions to determine if the 
CRM system provides comprehensive and effective 
Reporting capabilities:

• Will we have a central screen/ tool that opens 
from the Outlook toolbar area that will allow 
us to see all of the following segments of our 
business – in a format that we can set up 
globally for all our various types of employees? 

 Ê Sales History
 Ê Sales Performance to Goal
 Ê Accounts
 Ê Contacts
 Ê Opportunities (pipeline)
 Ê Activities
 Ê All Account & Contact correspondence, 
including emails and other forms of 
documentation in a safely stored format.

• Can we easily change the various columns to 
the size and order of appearance we want to 
view? 

• Do we have to know or be able to write code to 
accomplish this?

• Will we be able to sort on any fields from within 
our ERP business system, for example, booked 
orders, credit status, etc.?

• Can we provide the ability for our individual 
employees to sort and save data views in any 
manner they want if they feel they could more 
effectively use data viewed the way they want 
to see it?

• Will we have the ability to easily export to Excel 
should we want to?

• Can the various Report Views be saved and 
shared on a company-wide basis by company 
management for easy recall at a later time 
without having to build reports again?
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Ease of Reporting



Selecting a CRM system for a distribution company 
is serious business. Almost all phases of your 
company business will interface with the system, 
including sales, sales management, marketing, 
customer service and support, corporate 
management, IT, and often credit/ collections as 
well. The process requires thorough planning and 
committed corporate leadership. It also requires 
a CRM partner that is experienced with and 
committed to the distribution industry. 

Customer retention rates are an excellent 
indicator of how satisfied companies are with 
their CRM suppliers. You might be surprised by 
the high rate of unsuccessful implementations 
there are industry-wide. How can you know if the 
companies you are evaluating are truly capable of 
successfully implementing a professional CRM for 
the distribution business?

CRM Interview - questions to determine if the CRM 
provider has a proven history of successful CRM 
implementations in the distribution industry:

• What is your retention rate for distribution 
clients over a five year rolling average?

• Can you provide us with a written 
implementation process which includes the 
various roles our staff will play and the roles 
your team members will play in preparation for 
and during implementation and training?

• Will you provide us with several contact 
referrals that are using your product and our 
specific ERP system? We would like to contact 
them regarding their experience.

• Will your company be performing the 
integration to our ERP system or will we need 
to work through a third party integrator?

• If we will need to work though an integrator, 
can we speak with several clients in the 
distribution industry that have been using your 
system for several years?
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Implementation Services


